Curtiss Hawk P-6E
The fast-building, quick maneuvering sport biplane. Most colorful ship in the sky.

SKYLARK 56 MARK II
The easy-handling, sharp-looking fun ship. Thousands of modelers are enjoying the new Skylark as their first low-wing and sport flyer.

FALCON 56 MARK II
The all-time favorite R/C Trainer - more often sold and loved than any other, because it's easy building and so gentle to fly.
Introducing the **eaglet 50**

**THE EASIEST-TO-BUILD R/C TRAINER**

The EAGLET is designed for really easy building. Assembling the parts is simple and accurate and surprisingly fast — even if you’ve never built a model before. The photo instruction booklet shows you one easy step at a time. With full-size plan, you see exactly where everything goes, and in a few evenings you’re done. In the air, EAGLET is gentle enough for the novice, yet sporty for the experienced flyer. Throttled back, it flies slowly and stably — wide open it scoots and stunts! And it’s tough, because it’s mostly die-cut plywood and hardwoods. Study these features, then get ready for some real fun!

Can Be Built in a Few Evenings!

**FEATURES**

- Easiest-to-build R/C trainer
- Interlocking plywood fuselage parts
- Step-by-step photo instruction and flying booklet
- Full-size plan with radio layout
- Complete 3-channel hardware furnished
- Optional 4-channel wing illustrated
- Vac-formed windshield, windows, wing tips
- Steerable nosegear, large decals, etc.

---
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the Gentle Lady

2-METER SAILPLANE

GREAT FOR LEARNING RADIO CONTROL and A SWEETHEART FOR FUN AND COMPETITION!

One of the best ways to get into Radio Control is with Sailplanes. They use low-cost 2 or 3-channel radios, build easily, and fly slowly enough for novice reactions. Yet there's a real challenge and a thrill in finding rising air currents, and getting long soaring flights!

Gentle Lady really is gentle and a lady. Very easy to fly, and stable. Reacts quickly to "lift." Simple to build, yet very clean, and efficient enough for competition. Optional detachable wing tip panels for small cars. Can be flown by high-start, winch, slope soaring, or by small engines or electric power. Available in good hobby shops everywhere—see your dealer!

WING SPAN ____________________ 76 1/4"
WING AREA ____________________ 663 sq.in.
WEIGHT (With Radio, Ready To Fly) __ 22-25 oz.
LENGTH ____________________ 41"

FOR 2-CHANNEL RADIO, AND TOW, SLOPE, OR .049-.10 ENGINE OR ELECTRIC POWER

KIT SP-1 (No.60)
$24.95

As Published in R.C.MODELER MAGAZINE
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AVAILABLE IN CANADA
"As a professional custom builder, I use your glues because they really do a job, and save me a lot of time. I love Super Jet for most work, but Regular Jet fills certain needs just fine, and it's cheaper. These photos are of a 1/4 scale Skybolt, built from the Bob Dively Models kit. The entire structure is built with Regular Jet, Super Jet and a very small amount of epoxy. Just thought I'd let you know."

Ed Whyte Custom Builder
9710 - 84th, Alto, Michigan 49302
Phone: (616) 691-8420

In the past year and a half, Super Jet has become the most popular glue in modeling. It saves so much time and does so many jobs well that many modellers use it for everything except foam (which it dissolves). Even supposedly "equivalent" products can't match it either in speed or in the materials it can glue.

Meanwhile, knowledgeable modellers continue to buy lots of Regular Jet, too. Its thinner nature makes it ideal for jobs where you want quick and deep penetration of tight-fitting joints. Great for edge-joining sheets, surface-hardening of soft balsa, etc. For incredibly quick building, high quality, and the lowest price on the market, Regular Jet is one of the best buys in modeling.

And now we're bringing out our Regular Jet and Super Jet in great new bottles—translucent, made of a special resin to increase shelf life, and with a new nozzle that helps to prevent clogging. The best glues have now been made better! See your Dealer!

Ed Whyte shown with his finished Skybolt that won first place trophy at 1980 W.M.H.A.F. 1980 swap show.

Available in Canada

For best service, see your dealer for items you want. If not available, write direct: add $1.00 per item $2.00 outside U.S.

CARL GOLDBERG MODELS, INC.
4738 West Chicago Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60651
NEW! C.G. PRECISION BALANCER

From Falcon to Phoenix, Balance is Vital!

Here's Why...

Bill Northrop (Editor, R/C Model Builder Magazine): Proper balance is as important to your R/C model as turning on the radio. A tail-heavy model is super-sensitive, always oscillating between slightly nose-down and nose-up, never able to fly straight and level. A nose-heavy model is sluggish, slow on up-elevator response. Proper balance is vital — don't take-off without it!

Woody Preterre (from Carrier Wave, McDonnell Douglas R/C Club, St. Louis): There is one point I cannot stress enough, and that is to get the C.G. in the right place. The wrong position can turn a sweet flying airplane into a hairy beast, or a sluggish dog. The difference between success and disaster can be as little as 1/2 inch or less, so take the trouble to do it right.

FOR POWERED PLANES, GLIDERS, AND BOATS

$5.95
No. 289
(BAL-1)

EASY TO USE!

Whether you fly a Falcon or a Phoenix (or anything in between), our new Precision Balancer is designed to precisely balance your model — quickly and accurately! Convenient and easy to use, your hands are free for shifting radio gear or weights to achieve the exact balance you desire. And after balancing, the stand disassembles for compact storage.

See your hobby shop dealer.

FOR A FINER MODEL USE CG QUALITY ACCESSORIES.

PROTECT YOUR MODEL WITH

SCUFF GUARD!

Why let your beautiful model start getting scuffed up? Apply a strip of SCUFF GUARD to wing tips and other damage prone areas. Scuffing and scratches are no problem with this clear space-age material. It's super tough, flexible, and sticks readily to any clean, finished surface. Keep your handwork looking its best — with SCUFF GUARD!

- Eliminates tedious repairs
- Transparent — nearly invisible after application
- Long lasting
- Fuel proof
- Easy to use — just remove protective backing and apply.

CAUTION: Surface must be clean and free from traces of oil.
- Cures with age, becoming a permanent bond.
- Use on any finished curved or flat surfaces.
- A clear protection tape on white backing 1" x 12" strip

Available in Canada

No. 290(SG1) 98¢

For best service, see your dealer for items you want. If not available, write direct: add $1.00 per item (S2.00 outside U.S.A.)

CARL GOLDBERG MODELS, INC.
4738 West Chicago Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60651
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GO FOR THE BEST - CG Accessories

New! TWO-WAY ANGLE HOLD-DOWNS
Choice of Side or Straight-on Action for attaching canopies, masts, etc., with great holding power. Package contains 2 pairs of Left and Right Hold Downs with all screws and instructions.
No. 276 (AH-1) 29c.

TWO-WAY FLAT HOLD-DOWNS
Choice of Side or Straight-on Action for attaching canopies, masts, etc., with great holding power. Package contains 4 Hold Downs with all screws and instructions.
No. 277 (PH-1) 29c.

NYLON SNAP NUTS
Replacement item for CG Pushrod Connector PC-1. Can also be used on FYF wire as a retainer by wrapping up or pushing grooving nut for good grip.
No. 216 (C-11) 4 for 40c.

Special! TRUE 1/16" PUSHRODS
No drilling of screw holes required for these true 1/16" O.D. Threaded Pushrods. Two patented Mini Snap and twist " nut rods.
No. 247 (AP-1) 8c.

PUSHROD CONNECTORS
No soldering or piercing required, just push rough nylon Snap Nut over fine grooves on pin to lock on security. Requires knife to pry it off, and can be used over and over.
No. 212 (PC-1) 2 for 9c.

STRIP AILERON HORNS
Sets made to adjust the throw of your ailerons. Available in 3 sizes.
1/16" Strip Aileron Horn Set No. 250 (AH-15) 9c Set
3/32" Strip Aileron Horn Set No. 248 (AH-32) $1.39 Set
1/8" Strip Aileron Horn Set No. 261 (AH-180) $1.68 Set

5/32" STEERABLE NOSEGEAR SET
For large models, 5/32" music wire strut with fixed axle. Complete with blind nuts, screws, etc.
No. 145 (SN-100) $3.25.

1/8" STEERABLE NOSEGEAR SET
For medium size models, 1/8" music wire strut with fixed axle. Complete with blind nuts, screws, etc.
No. 146 (SN-100) $2.25.

3/32" STEERABLE NOSEGEAR SET
For small models, 3/32" music wire strut - hard axle to suit your model. Complete with blind nuts, screws, etc.
No. 167 (SN-132) $2.75.

5/32" STEERABLE NOSEGEAR SET with ADJUSTABLE AXLE
For large models, 5/32" music wire strut with axle you can adjust to the needs of your model. Complete with blind nuts, screws, etc.
No. 147 (SN-532) $3.95.

NYLON STEERING ARMS
For 1/8" Strut.
No. 150 (SA-100) 56c.
No. 151 (SA-50) 94c.

NYLON NOSEGEAR BEARINGS
Complete with blind nuts and screws.
For 1/8" Strut.
No. 146 (NB-100) $1.25.
No. 148 (NB-50) $1.25.

FREQUENCY FLAGS
In 7 popular full color combinations, made of rugged, durable nylon. A special tab at bottom allows easy removal. Available in red, white, blue, etc.
No. 122 (FF-1) $1.25.
Now the TOTAL HINGE SLOTTING SYSTEM

When our original Hinge Slotting Kit was introduced at Toledo several years ago, people came from all over the hall to watch the demonstrations. It was sensational! Here now is the Deluxe version, complete with new Centering Guide, Special Aluminum Handle, Center-Line Marker, Regular and Small Slotting Fork Blades, and Hook Blade. Serves every common hinging need — even “point” type hinges. Get the CG total hinge slotting system — it’s the only one. At your dealer.

Deluxe Hinge Slotting Kit: No. 269 (HSK2) $2.95
Centering Guide only: No. 268 (C21) 1.00
Special Aluminum Handle: No. 273 (SBH-1) 1.00
Slotting Fork Blade, Regular: No. 271 (SP-1) 0.50
Slotting Fork Blade, Small: No. 276 (SF-2) 0.50
Slotting Hook Blade: No. 272 (SH-1) 0.50
Center Line Marker: No. 274 (HM-1) 0.50

CARL GOLDBERG MODELS, INC.
4738 West Chicago Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60651

CG SPINNERS — the FAVORITES!

CG “SNAP-ON” SPINNERS are the popular favorites everywhere, NO. 1 in . . .

- Beauty (best-looking spinners available.)
- Simplicity (only 2 parts—no special adapter nuts necessary, screws, etc.)
- Fastest mounting and demounting.
- Great with electric starters—either direction.
- Molded of tough, virgin nylon.
- Largest selling spinners in the U.S.

See your dealer for the color and size you want!

5 COLORS
- RED  •  WHITE  •  BLUE
- YELLOW  •  BLACK

5 SIZES
1½” $1.49  1¾” $1.79  2” $2.10
2¼” $2.40  2½” $2.75

U.S. PATENT 3,822,138

CARL GOLDBERG MODELS, INC.
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AVAILABLE IN CANADA